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President Reagan stumped for Republican candidates U.S. ·Sen. Harrison "Jack" Schmitt and former
state Sen. John Irick Friday in Roswell as part of a whirlwind swing
through four western states.
Schmitt has been targeted by the
Democratic National Committee
and is thought to be one of a handful
of vulnerable Republican senators
running for re-election. For the
story see page three.
Today's D;1ily Lobo profiles both
Schmitt and Irick as part of a series
of stories on the two major parties'
candidates for U.S. Semtte, Governor, U.S. House of Representatives (New Mexico Congressional
District I) and New Mexico House
of Representatives District 18. For
these stories see pages 8-10.
These four rac:es were selected by
the Daily Lobo's editorial staff because of their perceived importance
to the university community. For
the Daily Lobo's endorsements,
see page four.

Fi.rst of 4 lectures opens
'Mexico in Crisis'series
The Latin American Institute is
sponsoring "Mexico in Crisis,'' a
lecture series by experts from the ·
National University of Mexico in
Mexico City.
The four talks will be held at 7
p.m. in the Ortega Hall Reading
Room on November 1, 2, J7 and 18.
The first three presentations will be
given in Spanish, and the last will be
in English.
The series is part of an ongoing
exchange program between UNM
and the National University of Mexico (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico), said UNM History
Professor David Maciel. He and
Spanish Professor Gustavo Sainz
coordinated the lecture series.
Sainz came to UNM in 1981 after
teaching for 11 years at the Universi·
dad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
(UNAM). Maciel will spend next
semester there as a part of UNM's
exchange program. UNAM, with a
population of 300,000, is Mexico's
largest university.
The first lecture will address
Mexico's current and future foreign
policy, including its position within
Central America and U.S. and Mexican relations. "La Nueva Politica
Exterior," will be presented by
Leopoldo Gonzalez Aguayo, a
faculty memberofUNAM's Politic·
al and Social Sciences Department.
"Los Espejismos del Desarrollo,"
will be the second part, presented by
Gabriel Careaga, of the same department.
The second portion of the series,
also in two sections, will begin with
"Los Medios de Ia Communicacion
y Ia Culture," by Erendira Urbina,
also a faculty member of UNAM's
Political and Social Sciences De·
partment. The second section,
•'Creac:ion Libreraria y Mercado,''
will be given by Sainz. Both talks

will deal with Mexico's political,
urban and industrial development,
particularly in relation to Mexico
City.
Sainz said among the problems of
the city's 17 million people are a 40
percent unemployment rate, 23 percent illiteracy rate and increasing
street violence.
"Educacion y Desarrollo;'' to be
presented on Nov. 17 by Francisco
Casanova Alvarez, director of ONAM's branch in Acatlan, will examine the educational stress experienced by Mexico's growing population.
Maciel, who said the greater percent of Mexico's overall budget is
for education, identified some of the
difficulties being faced. "With the
devaluation of the peso, tuition at
UNAM is almost free - about $2
per year."
· The final presentation, "The Crisis and Domestic Policy," will be
given by Miguel Abrusch Linder,
coordinator of the National School
of Professional Studies at UNAM's
Acatlan branch.
This lecture will address Mexico's internal politics. Mexico is
now confronting profound and complex issues, Maciel said. Among
these issues are the the dominant
political party's growing opposition, which was represented by a
peak of 16 percent of the voters in
the last election.
Some reasons Mexico is in crisis
include the two major devaluations
of the economic currency in February and August, Mexico's $80 to 83
billion foreign debt, and the rising
interest rates and the unexpected in·
temational oil glut, Maciel said.
He said the presentations are
geared to evaluate the current situation in Mexico and in recent months
following the currency devaluation.

Supporters of legalizing· marijuana
hold 'Harvest Festival' at Yale Park
Kent Kullby
About 100 supporters of legalizing marijuana attended a ''Harvest
Festival" in Yale Park, Sunday,
under the scrutiny of 12 policemen
who monitored the group's activities throughout the afternoon and
evening.
Two bands played and speakers
from local marijuana-supporting
organizations spoke during the late
afternoon, early evening
gathering.
''The purpose of the festival is to
have a show of numbers of pot
smokers, who won't be intimidated, to protest the continued ille-

galization of marijuana," one of
the festival organizers Moses
Greenstar said.
Five mounted police and several
partolmen in full regalia, including
night sticks and revolvers, stationed themselves in and around
the park.
"We're just here to ensure no
laws get broken," said Albuquerque Police Lieutenant A.K. Norlander.
"We originally planned to light
up joints and have massive arrests,
but there are lot of women and children here, and we think we've
made our point," said Douglas
Schwenneker of Youth Intema-

tiona) Party Information Serivice
(YIPIS). YIPIS organized the
event with other local marijuana
supporting groups.
As of 6 p.m. no arrests occurred,
but Schwenneker said the group
has been giving away free joints
and selling raffle tickets for "a
very special prize" to be given to
the winner at an "undisclosed
locale."
The Harvest Festival is being
held in conjunction with other
gatherings to support legalizing
marijuana that occurred in cities
across the nation yesterday, said
Greenstar who is a member of
Citizens Against Marijuana Laws.

MOUNTED units of the Albuquerque Polla Dep•rtment w•tch the t1Din11•·on •t the
h•rv••t festlv•l, • tmoke-in th•t took pl•u Sund•Y et Yele P•rlt.
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Weinberger begins tour
SINCiAPOJU\-- J)et~n~e Sc~rcl
ary C:tspar Weinberger began an 11dav. fivcnation tour of A'ia and the
l'a~ilk Suuday to c~nllline what tlw
llnitcd State'> and ib 1\.,i;m aiJies can
do to counter gi'Owinl,l Soviet 11aval
power in the region.
"Weinberger's trip is imperative
for it will give him an onthc-spot
account of the security of thl! area,"
a Singaporean government official
s;tid.
Weinberger declined to meet with
reporters after arriving Sunday

aboard a U.S. Air Force plane on
what officials say is a trip underlining l,lrowing defense relations between Singapore and Washington.
Weinberger is scheduled to meet
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and
Ikfcnsc Minister Goh Chok Tong
Monday to discuss wnys for the United States to dcmonstr:ttc its commitment to ~ccurity in Suuthca>t
A~ia.

Officials said his talks in Singapore will center on increased Soviet
naval nctivity in Southeast Asia, a
development which reportedly has
prompted Singapore to request
another U.S. aircraft carrier be stationed in the region.
The reported request was given

added urgency with reports by the
Japan Defense Agency that the
Soviet aircraft carrier Minsk and the
guided missile cruiser Tashkent
were seen cruising south through the
Tsushima Strait between South
Korea and Japan.
Both were headed for the tJ .S .•
built base at Cam Ranh Bay in
Vietnam.
"Recently Soviet naval activity is
growing in this region and there is
need for ASEAN to close in her
ranks," a Singapore diplomat said.
A SEAN, the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations, comprises
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.

Pym faces grilling
on Soviet spies
LONDON- Foreign Secretary
Frances Pym faces a grilling from
members of Parliament Monday about reports that Britain is about to
expel Soviet diplomats and key officials suspected of spying.
Pym will be asked if intelligence
provided by Soviet spymaster Vladimir Kuzichkin, who defected to Britain earlier this year, will le&d to
diplomatic expulsions on the scale
of 1971, when the foreign office
booted out 105 suspected Soviet
spies.

Weekend leaks from intelligence
and diplomatic sources to newspapers indicated another attack on
Soviet espionage operations in Britain· will follow the information
Kuzichkin has provided about
Soviet spy rings in London and mher
European capitals.
Kuzichkin, 34, was a senior
Tehran-based officer in Directorate
S, the KGB department running
Soviet agents abroad. He defected to
Britain last winter. But the news was
not broken until last weekend, shortly before the U.S. intelligence officials leaked word of a major Soviet
penetration of British intelligence.

ONSTER
SALE

National News
Delorean in posh hotel
to await arraignment

He is scheduled for arraignment
on the charges Nov. 8.
Saturday, officials of a Columbus, Ohio, liquidating firm said
the company had paid a ''substantial
sum'' to purchaseDeLorean's bankrupt company:
Consolidated International Inc,
entered into an agreement Friday
with receivers. for Delorean's firm
which involves purchase of all inventory including 1,041 finished
vehicles, 53 partially finished cars
and parts.
He said he would manufacture 10
cars a day instead of the 80 DeLorean turned out, but the autos would
retain the DeLorean name and design.

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. Maverick auto maker John DeLorean and his fashion model wife
were registered Sund<~Y at the posh
Beverly Wilshire Hotel awaiting his
Nov. 8 arn,ignment on drug
charges.
While hotel employees confirmed
that DeLorean, released Friday on
$10 million bail, was registered, it
was not known for certain that he
and his wife remained there.
DeLorean was indicted by a
federal grand jury Friday on charges
he financed a .$24 million cocaine
deal in an attempt to save his sports State and Local News
car company in Northern Ireland,
He was charged in the nine count
indictment with conspiracy to distriReagan campaigns
bute cocaine, possession of narcotics, interstate travel in aid of rack- for Sen. Schmitt
eteering and unlawful use of a communications device.
ROSWELL - President Reagan,
The charges could carry a malt- pointing to some good economic
imum prison term of 72 years
news. from Washington, closed out
His attorneys posted $250,000 in his final bam~torming trip of the
cash and turned over the deeds to his 1982 campaign Friday by promising
48-acre estate north of San Diego · Western voters ''a future of hope" if
and a Fifth Avenue apartment in they stick with his policies.
New York City.
Reagan made his final personal

appearance at an airport rail y for
Sen. Harrison Schmitt, capping a
two-day swing that took him to five
Western states to aid Republican
Senate candidates whose races
appear close.
Republican concern about late
shifts in voter sentiment gave
Reagan's trip a heightened sense of
political urgency, but the president's
attitude on the campaign trail hardly
reflected this.
Out to counter the "doom and
gloom" of his Democratic critics,
Reagan pointed to a 0,5 percent rise
in the government's leading economic indicators in September as evidence of "another patch of blue,"
on a once, cloudy economic
horizon.
His message was a variation on
his campaign plea to voters to "stay
the course. "
"This is the fifth increase in the
last six months," Reagan. told an
enthusiastic crowd of about 8,000 at
a rally in Salt Lake City earlier in the
day for conservative Sen. Orrin
Hatch. "Pretty soon, even the diehard doom peddlers will have to
admit .it - America is on her way
back and we will lead the way out of
this worldwide recession.''
"Make no mistake,'' Reagan told
the New Mexico rally for Schmitt.
•• America's future is a future of

vulnerable to defeat.
The ex-astronaut has lost substantial ground against Democratic challenger Jeff Bingamann. In early
October, Schmitt had a 52.5 percent.
to 38.4 edge, but by mid-October
that dropped to 47.2 percent to 39,8
percent.

Announcem~nts

Tuesday's Events

in Lip

~r~ice

will be nm lhr day

before the e11en1 and the day of tht tvent on a space
available basts, Lfp Service is avDIIabk to all UNM
non·pro/il organizations. Forms for Lip SerJIJce can
be picked up i11 Marron Hall, room I.J8 and must be

turned In /J)'2 p.m. th~ dDy prior to publication,

Today's Events
Alpha Phi Omep, UNM's Coed Service Fraler..
nity, wlll meet at 7~30 p.m. Monday, Nov, J, In the
SUB, room 231·C, All interested student! are lnvhed
to attend.
Citizens Ag•lnsl Nuclear Threats will pre5ent a film
on the figh( to stop uranium developmenrln the Black
Hills of South Dakota, titled "Bia~k Water.s, '' at 7;3(]
tonight at 106 Girard 'SE, room 108. The film will be:

'l1tt Coalition for Hu:nan Rlptl In L•Un lt.merlm

and Ill" Womt'n't Cenlt'r will p.tsent Manuela
Saquic, a Guatemalan Indian refugee, who will spcnk

on "Human Rights in Ouotcmala" at 12 noon

Tuesday at the Women's Center and egain at 8 p.m.
!lt the Newman Center.
The Korfball Club will meet from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 2, and every Tuesday, More In·
formation is available at 897-4207.
The Sanctuur AA Group will meet at 12 noon
Tucsday at the Newman Center. Meeting will be n
discussion session for alr;oholics,

preceded by n potluck bes:lnningat 6:30p.m.
The National Chicano llealth. Organltadon wlll

The Philippine SCudtnl Association will present
Philippine cuisine from II :30 a.m. to 1:30 p•. m~ today
in !he Intcwationat Center,

11

The Sa"ctuary AA Discussion Group will meet at 8
tonight at the Newman Center. Meeting is for
alcoholics only.

The UNM Skydiving Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the SUB1 room .231~8 when a tafne will be
held. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

present Dr. Hugo G. Penn who will sPeak on

Phy,sics In Medicine" at ' J1.m. Tuesday at

un~
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A Large Bowl of our
Spicy Green Chili Stew
flour tortilla & small soft drink
$1.69 45~ savings

STOREWIDE

With this coupon
expires 11-7-82

BOOKS·BY·THE·INCH

Frontlu Re•taurant

Used Paperbacks $1.00 an inch

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
5189 'with coupon
Reg. '2"
Open at
~1:00 Daily
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locatio~
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central
,5231 Central NW with coupon thru 11·7·82 11200 Montg1om1ery

RECORDS
From$2.98
Classical, Jazz, Folk

hope and it grows brighter each day
as more people respond to the drop
in inflation, tax rates and interest
rates."
Of the three incumbents who benefited from the president's visits
during the two-day Western swing,
Schmitt is considered the most

DON'T BE A TURKEY! BE A PLASMA DONOR
AT YALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC. 122 Yale SE. 266-5729
Join the great turkey give away

ACADEMIC
REMAINDERS

&turkeys to be given away Nov. 22,1982. On each second donation during a week your name goes in the pot, each new donor with
this coupon name goes in the pot. Also each new donor will get a $5.00 bonua with this coupon on the first. donation, one per
donor, good only with valid student or military ID. Not good with other coupons. Offer ellpires Nov. 19, 1982.
For detiils go to:

Yale Blood Plasmar Inc.

Stationery, T·shirts, Etc
specially selected

AnACHES 8c PORTFOLIOS
reduces 40o/o to 60%

~W¥:J)~~)W1~maal)~)):}"JJPWJJTJm~o~WJ'~:PJ'YJl)))'f))JlW)1)1J)')'f)'3J}

UNM
Bookstore

-

on campus
A·

UNM Bookstore Sale Coupon

~

$1 credit

~

with purchase of $1 0. 00
sale merchandise only
void after Friday, November 5, 1982

~

~

~
3

~~~~~==::::.~ ~&&&t~Q&&~l&&kC&&.Q&~_c.tQ&£M.&.Q£.1!&M&ltlMM<.CM&.C&&.C&t.kttltlMMM~~
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Letters

DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Professor's interests conflict

Prospect of vote should provoke excitement
Ever see anyone get excited
about the prospect of voting?
Ever see anyone invite friends
to help him fill out his absentee
ballot because he was so excited
about voting?
Ever see six or eight buddies
try to pile into a car so they can all
go vote?
If you answered "no" to these
questions, you're not alone.
Most people consider voting a
burden, as we all know. By the
time election day rolls around,
we are so sick and tired of campaign rhetoric, we're just glad it's
about to be over. We very seldom get excited about it.
The reason most people don't
vote is because they feel they
don't know all the facts, haven't
gathered enough knowledge ab-

Because of these rapid,
out candidates to make an intelli- than abstaining because of what
dramatic changes, New Mexico
gent decision. Sadly, this is often you don't know.
true.
Make a decision based on will need firm direction and
But think about it. Every day issues. Or make a decision based steady leadership. It will need
we make decisions based on on party lines. Or make a deci- new blood and fresh ideas as
what we know, even if we don't sion based on good looks. Just well as moderation and stability.
have all the information avail- make a decision and make it The Daily Lobo endorses the folable to us. And most of us know count.
lowing candidates, in hopes they
more about the candidates than
If you don't make it count, then will provide these necessary
we think we do.
you have no right to complain qualities.
So let's get excited about about the state of affairs, be- Governor: John Irick
making these decisions! We cause you haven't lifted a finger U.S. Senator: Jeff Bingaman
make decisions every day - why to help the situation.
U.S. Representative: Manuel Lu·
jan, Jr.
Daily Lobo Endorsements
should political decisions be any
different?
New Mexico has always been Attorney General: Paul Bar·
Ideally, every person would a unique garden of opportunity dacke
research every candidate, would that needs special, careful tend- House District 18: Judith Pratt
know every issue. Sure. And ing. Now, this state is beginning
It's old, cld, old, but it's impor·
ideally, ice cream would have no to see crashing waves of change tant- and it can be exciting. Vote.
calories. Unfortunately, neither in terms of technology, popula- Make a decision. Make a differ·
is true. The point is, make a deci- tion, economic development and ence.
sion on what you do know, rather social welfare.

Letters---------Women's rights considered
Editor:

superior "Masculine Ego" over
women, resulting in crippled
Election day is tomorrow. Do psyches, inferior images, loss of
you find yourself restless be- confidence/self-esteem, and
cause of a vague or overwhelm- equality in representing the laws
ing feeling of powerlessness to that affect them. What we are
improve the "national talking about is the oppressive
situation;" do you rely upon dominance of over 50 percent of
"fate" to take care of govern- our population- made right in
ment policies that affect your the eyes of some lawmakers.
personal lifestyle? Or, perhaps
In the 1700s, men in this counyou seek to intently persuade try rebelled against British
close personal friends that it is rule- largely due to unequal
important to understand and representation in the formation
adapt a particular viewpoint- of rules which governed their
hopefully affecting the election lives. This parallels the women's
results.
movement with remarkable
I feel like a desperate peon in a similarity in cause. Now then, is
complex political/socioecono- it right to let the "Divine Rights of
miccog- with little or no power · Men" dictate the way the "Divine
to Influence, who must have Rights of Kings" once did?
optimistic faith in our leaders,
Truth and justice were fought.
and as one who cares and conse- for and obtained during the civil
quently must voice her concerns rights movement by blacks. Our
about the many injustices that government's job is to always
affect afl our lives.
safeguard human rights, not
Of particular concern to me ignore them, to encourage polithis upcoming election is the fact tical participation, not quench
that our Constitution still ex- democracy.
cludes women; the Bill of Rights
It is with the hope that if the
does not grant women equality following people win their re·
as citizens. Laws passed thus far spective races, they will carry
have made "significant" prog- their pledges to support the legress toward securing' some hu- al/social rights of women, resultman rights for all minorities. Yet, ing in dignity and respect for all:
women are a majority still subBingaman, Chambers, Hartke,
ject to a double standard involv- Anaya, Hill, Bardacke; state reping morality, unfair pay and resentatives for their districts:
promotional practices.
Sanchez, 15; Manley, 17; Pratt,
How long will we allow our 18; Hawk, 19; Ellefson,21; Hood,
Constitution to legally propagate 25; Sinva, 23; Minzer, 25;
the continuance of a supposedly Nazarett, 29; Dunn, 35; Tucker,

37; Salazar, 40; Kerr, 43; Culberson, 45; Shipman, 46; Call, 47;
Martin, 49; Doench, 65; and
Chavez-Waller for county clerk,
If we vote according to our
conscience on the fundamental
issues that affect us, we will all
feel a little less powerless, a little
more secure and a lot more
hopeful.

Editor:
Dan O'Shea's "Not everyone
can take Sp, Comm, 101-400"
needs to be sorted out; it combined two separate issues.One
is whether or not Tom Brennan
should be teaching Sp. Comm
101-400. The answer is clearly
no.
While Tom Brennan is likely
the most qualified person at
UNM to teach a self·
conceptualization course for student athletes, his position as
assistant athletic director for
academic advisement makes it
inappropriate; a potential conflict of interest exists. At this time
in American college athletics, all
special course offerings for
athletes are most suitably placed
under the direct control of the
provost. Despite Tom Brennan's
honesty and integrity, his direct
involvement in the class should
be restricted to that of guest I ecturer. In addition, Tom's eager
time-frame for implementation
of the new course was unrealistic.
The second and very fundamental issue is whether or not
courses specifically designed for
student athletes should be
offered. The answer is not In section 2(e) of the Athletic Objectives of the Intercollegiate Athie-

The Daily Lobo
wants your input
The Daily Lobo wants your
opinion. We welcome your input and your observations. All
we ask is that letters be typed,
double-spaced and no more
than 300 words. Letters must
bear a verifiable signature and
the author's telephone number.
Only names will be printed and
no names will be withheld. We
look forward to hearing from
you.

NOW
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Sports coverage lacking

Stu"ent Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777

How to procrastinate tastefully.
.,......~~-,..-------.

individuals to participate in lei-

I would certainly support sure activities. TheY also dedried

Steve Swinny's letter printed in the coverage given specifically
the Lobo on Oct. 29. His com- to the campus and intramural
ment concerning the Lobo's program in the Lobo.
ig nora nee of, and lack of coverAs a service to the university
age for, campus and intramural community, I would encourage
recreation is quite accurate, anet you to service your clients with
newcomers to the campus might information that is relevant to
easily perceive this lack of them- the myriad of opportucoverage.
nities that is available to them on
In a recreation course I teach this campus.
on this campus, the class members utilized an entire class sesLiz Stephanics
sion discussing local newspap•
ers as a media tool to encourage
HPER department

515H..
0

"'

Reader urges vote to elect ticket
yvho brought Ronald Reagan,
Pnnce Charles and the space

Ne_w Magazine Titles: Commentary, Yale Review,
Sc1ence & Society, Socialist Review, Judaism,
October, Georgia Review, Drama Review New
Criterion, Bennington Review, Bunta, Grand
Strategy, New Leader, Hudson Review, Psychoan·
alytic Review, Chronicles of Culture In These
Times, Southern Review, Daedalus,' American
Scholar, Compute, California, Artweek, Arts &
Architecture, PC, Futurist, Dr. Dobb's Journal, Sottalk,. ~pp!e Orchard, Analog, Four Winds, Commodities, Encounter, Cross Country Skier Sierra
Vegetarian Times.
'
'
1983 Calendars
Larger Paperback Selection
9am - 9pm 7 Days a Week
2112 Central SE
{across from UNM)

Editor:

Editor:

shuttle to New Mexico?
Vote Republican.

C:;:J

tic Policies and Procedures enough about the athletes to enManual, but rather 'in 2(a), which courage them to take courses in
explicitly states that the first self-conceptualization, career
mandate is "to encourage .scho- exploration and planning or collarship." The correct answer to legf! reading and study skills.
this Issue can also be found in
A balance must be reached.
the American Council on Educa- Such courses do need close
tion's "Guidelines for Colleges
monitoring, but the focus of the
and Universities: Academic ·In- Athletic Council's attention
tegrity and Athletic Eligibility," would best be spent tracking
(December 1981 ). It stated
· down courses that do not benefit
"Achieving the student athlete's
student athletes, instead of
educational objectives should be trying to eliminate courses that
the overriding consideration in
seem to be "for the benefit ofthe
academic advising and in de- student athlete."
veloping the student athlete's
program of studies. The instituThe reasonable response to
tions should have policies and this issue is a qualified but defi·
procedures to assure that the nite "yes."
student athlete makes satisfac"
tory progress toward earning a
Keith Sutton
degree. Such assurance depends in large measure on an
.
adequate system of academic
advising."
If the responsible answer to
this issue has not caught up to
you yet, rethink Lobogate. The
truly sad fact about Lobo gate is
not that athletes were given credits, grades and money, but
rather the fact that 83 percent of
all the football and basketball
players (men's) recruited and exploited in 1970 have never, to his
day, graduated from college. Of
Serv1ng the Un1vers1ty of New Mex1co and the Albuquerque area
course, it was a time when no
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00·5:00
one, like Tom Brennan, cared

Free press applies to all

Lisa Ways

Editor:

News land
Bookstore

Vigil uses the word "abuse" in
reference to our constitutional
In his letter of Oct. 27, 1982, rights. Mr. Vigil must think that it
Johnnie R. Vigil states that he . is possible to have roo much·
will 'defend to the death ·our con- freedom of speech, religion,
stitutional guarantee of freedom press, assembly or petition. I disof the press. The ,only time Mr. agree with· this; we either have
Vigil uys he won't defend the !hese. rights absolutely .(not subfreedom of the press iswhen he Ject to the censorship of any
feels that the author uses this mob) or we don't have them at
.freedom to satisfy individuar all. There is no. such thing as a
egotistical needs or to serve little bit of freedom.
It is easy to "defend to the
ulterior motives.
death"
the right of others to say
It doesn't work that way; freethings
we
agree with. The true
dom ofthe press is precisely the
test
of
whether
we subscribe to
freedom to satisfy egotistical
needs and serve ulterior mo- our noble constitutional free•
tives. What Mr. Vigil apparently doms, which Mr. Vigil and many
wants is the freedom to satisfy others on this campus fail, comhis own needs and motives while es when we are faced with protecting the rights of those with
denying the same to anyone with whom we disagree.
whom he happens to disagree.
Three times in his letter Mr.

NEW MEXICO

Benjamin Neary

Daily Lobo

David Gomez

Vol. 87

391400

No. 51

The New Mexico Dolly Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
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Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with a hint of
mint, it's a delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it's just one of
six inspired flavors ~jj-~'ji~~ji
from General Foods® P'
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOOOgt INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
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On Nov.18th,

24-hour service soon to be offered
at two Computer Center locations
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Vote Tomorrow!

Jeff Bingaman

'~

for U.S. Senate
Shuttle service to nearby polls leaving
every half hour from front of Popejoy Hall.
Paid for by Bingaman for U.S. Senate
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"The feeling of the administration was to wait and see how our
predictions of the situation developed. And, in fact, the number of
users went way beyond our predictions," he added.
The money will be used to hire
additiOnal staff and tn pay for increased operation costs. Walden
said.
Jim Hutchins, staff consultant for
the Center's ''user support group,''
said he hopes to initiate the :!4-hour
service within the next cnuplc of
weeks.
"Our biggest problem right now
is staffing for 24-hour service, and
the various groups of the Computing
Center are meeting together all this
week to consider the problems that
we will have to deal with," Hutchins said. "We are considering just
opening the doors next week to see
what happens.''
Although the staff meetings are an
attempt to come up with a. comprehensive plan for 24-hour service,
new problems may arise because we
have never before dealt with aroundthe-clock service, Hutchins said.
''Current plans are to start the 24hour service in the main computing
building and the Engineering Annex
as soon as possible, and eventually
the other remote pods will be incorporated,'' he explained.
With the tremendous rise in student interest in computers, Walden
said he sees a continuing problem in
providing adequate services.
"The need for more computer
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Reaganomics spurs protestors
to homestead at Reagan Ranch

I

.!..

Kent Kullby

services is a real problem. The
statewide impact on the services
offered at UNM will become·
tremendously greater as the public
schools introduce students to computer education in the classroom,"
Walden said.
"This is just the tip of the iceberg
according to many experts," he
said. "And the administration will
have to take that into consideration,
because the need for computer services is growing much faster than.
any other need of the university.
"The state has never put money
into the budget for the Computing
Center, and we have had to get
money off the top of department
budgets. If the $12 million proposal
to incorporate computer education
into the Albuquerque Public Schools
curricula is approved, the problems
of growth will be compounded,''
Walden said,
In addition to a continuing support of Computing Center from the
UNM administration, Walden
pointed that he is working on a fiveyear plan for growth at the Computing Ce11ter. In addition, he is currently working with other computing center directors around the state
to collect data on the cost of computer instruction to present to the UNM
·Academic Office and the the state
Board of Education and Finance.
"We are all excited about the new
24-hour services of the Computing
Center, and we hope we can improve them as time goes on,"
Hutchins said.

Local student and community
organizations have been homesteading at "Reagan Ranch" in Tiguex
Park over the weekend and through
today.
Tents and boxes have been pitched in the park to remind people of the
"Hoovervilles" of the '30s that
Reagan is leading us to, s<Jid
"Ranch" organizer Genaro Sisneros.
During the opening rally Saturday, UNM Economics Professor
Dave Hamilton spoke on what he
considered the fallacies of Reaganomics.
"Reaganomics is a theory in
which the economy is run by the rich
and for the rich. The premise behind
this is that investments by the rich

When we elected
Jack SChmitt
to the u.s. senate,
we knew he'd work as
hard fOr New Mexico as
he had fOr our country!
Here is part of what
he's done:

• Jack schmitt has helped bring clean jobs to New Mexico to
strengthen our economy and protect our environment.
• Jack Schmitt has voted consistently to reduce inflation, and he's
been a leader in the fight to make government more efficient and
responsive.
• To help reduce smuggling and crime, Jack SChmitt succeSSfully
fought fOr the money to maintain airborne border patrols.
• Jack's cut red tape and helped 10,000 individual New Mexicans get
SOCial security and the other benefits they deserve.
• Jack schmitt has donated all of his senatorial pay raises, totalling
$75,000, over the past six years for scholarships for New Mexico
college students.
.._
• As our senator, Jack SChmitt is fighting for ways to improve our
lives and New Mexico's future.

One ofour own.
One ofour best.

Of the estimated 200-300 rapes
ocurring in the Albuquerque area
each month, an average of 30 are
reported to the Albuquerque Rape
Crisis Center, said Lonni Ann Fredman, Rape Crisis Center victim services coordinator. And, chances are
the victims are put in contact with an
ARCC volunteer.
When the victim of an unreported
rape seeks counseling, legal advice
or support services, she (the vast
majority of rape victims are female)
will likely be helped by an ARCC
volunteer, Fredman said.
When a community group, public
school teacher or professional organization requests information about
rape, volunteers from the Rape Crisis Center provide materials and
offer educational presentations, she
said.
''Without the involvement of
volunteers, services to rape survivors would not exist," Fredman explained.
Since 1973, when the ARCC
opened its doors, more than 3,000
rape victims have received assistance, she said. A large part of those
services have been made available
through volunteer assistance. The
Rape Crisis Center is a component
of UNM Hospital and the United
Way Agency.
At the Center, volunteers outnumber paid staff 10 to one, she
said. Fredman. estimates volunteers
contribute services to what would
amount to more than $100,000
yearly.

Four times a year, the ARCC provides an extensive training program
for volunteers. Prospective volunteers make application and are interviewed by Fredman before beginning the seven-session training
"Many (volunteers) say they are
interested in working with individuals in need; some want to take an
active role in changing their society;
some do it for their own growth and
development," Fredman said.
She said a fair number of volunteers have been the victims of rape
and want to provide the services they
did or did not find available to them.
Volunteer training groups range
in size from seven to .30. About 15
persons have signed up for the next
program which will begin this
Tuesday.
Fredman said the Center is especially in need of bilingual volunteers, and that a major concern is in
serving ethnic minorities and handicapped victims. A special emphasis
of the upcoming traning session will
be sexual assault and the mentally
handicapped.
Both men and women are active
ARCC volunteers, though men
generally do not answer the 24-hour
crisis line. Fredman said the ideal
situation would be an advocacy team
of one man and one woman to assist
the victim and her family.
"The involvement of volunteers
from the community keep the Center
from taking too clinical an
approach," Fredman said. "They
don't need any real counseling or
crisis experience. Their own human
concern gives them the ability to
pin-point the important issues,"

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic.'s

Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exams, Family Planning, Pap
Smears, YD Screening, Referrals·

Call For. Appointment:
265-9511

..

U.S. Defense Department and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Keller
said that for every $1 billion spent on
military expenditures, 18,000 more
jobs in industry and commerce
would have been created if it had
been spent by tal> payers,
"The government spends more
on expensive machinery than on personnel," Keller said,
A presentation of budget transfers
showed that while $950 miUion was
cut from college and student aid, the
government spent $953 million on
the Trident I submarine.
Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now
(ACORN) organized the "Reagan
Ranch" which ends with a peace
rally at 7 p.m. today, ''We hope to
make an impact on the November 2
elections," Sisneros said.

Jerr Alexander

PRESIDENT REAGAN urges a crowd in Roswell Friday to "stay
the course,'' while back at the ''Reagan Ranch" in Albuquerque people were professing a change of course in ;'Reaganomics."

Your Ad,·ocatc for l'ropcrty Tax Hcform
f:lcct

James B. Lewisl

'Mothers Without Children' offers support
for emotional trauma suffered by parents
Parents, leaving children by
choice or losing custody, experience
emotional stigma and isolation from
society, Landra White, UNM
Women's Center counseler, said.
While both women and men lose
children, the emotional stigma and
isolation is an additional burden for
mothers, White said.
People strongly react when they
find out parents are no longer living
with their children, White said,
"People think there must b\! something wrong with you as a woman if
you walk away from your children."
''1 feellikefhavc to make excuses
why my children arc not with me,''
said Gaynel Guerard, UNM junior
and mother of six. Two years ago,
Guerard left her children with her
ex-husband because she was a stu-

Rape Crisis vo,unteers
prove to be invaluable
Gayle M .. Krueger

will trickle down to the poor in the
way of more jobs. But just look at
where they arc investing. People
with money arc taking it into the
stock market to specul~te rather than
investing their money in building
new plants and factories," Hamilton
said.
UNM student Craig Keller, president of Students for Survival, spoke
about budget cuts and investments
by the government.
By increasing the military budget
and cutting human services, Reagan
is taking our jobs away, he said.
Expenditures in the areas of nuclear
arms and high technology military
equipment mean less people arc
hired at higher wages than if the
money had been spent on human services, Keller said.
Quoting statistics gathered by the

dent with no job. She did not have
the money to support them, she said.
White estimated that one out of
100 mothers are not living with their
children. This estimated number
does not include women who give
up children for adoption,
Guerard, along with the Women's
Center, started "Mothers Without
Children" this summer.
Explaining the benefits of group
support, Guerard said, "I feel like I
am not such a freak. It helps knowing you are not alone. I have feelings
of emptiness that can't be substituted with anything else. I can relate
to other people talking about it instead of bottling it up."
The Womens' Center and
"Mothers Without Children" sponsored a non-custodial workshop for
parents Wednesday night to gener-

l)cmocrat

County 'fteasurer
Bernalillo County

ate membership for the support
group.
Dr. Nancy Black, private clinical
psychologist, spoke about the guilt
parents experience hy not living
with their children,
Out of the I 5 persons participating in the Wednesday night workshop, four were men. Guerard said
many situations between mothers
and fathers arc the same, but there is
less stigma with men. Because of the
four men's attendance, she said the
group's name may be changed to
"Parents Without Children,"
But, Ralph Ragner, father of two,
said not living with your children
still hurts, whether you arc male or
female.

James B. Lewis!
Sc:rved on Personnel Board, City of

Native New Mexican

Albuq~erquo

M.A. Degree, Public Admlnlmallon
U.li.M.
B.S. Degree, Business Administration
B.S. Degree, El!.Jc:ahon
DirL.:tor of Purcha<~1'1g, Bernalillo
County Dislrirt A-ttorney's Office
Former Criminal Investigator. Bcrnalill<l
Coonty D.A. < Office

Mernb.:r

or Numerous

Civic and

Professional Organu.ati..,ns:

Kiwnnls Club
Taylor Ranch Neighbor Assn.

Aclive In New Mexico Democratic
Patty for 8 years ns Wud and
Precinct Ct.ainnan in Bernalillo
County

fermer Ad.mini•.t• .-tor/Instructor,
University of Albuquerque
Forme"' Coordinator and Counselor,

Married to the former Armandie
Jot.nson of Anesi.l~. a resisr~red nurse

Pub!!c Services Career Program
Fonner Military Policeman, United

employed by the Univer:.ity

States Army

or New

Mulc;o, 4 c:bildfen.

I Will Work Hard To:
•
•
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•

Implement an Open [)oor Pohcy
Advoca1e Propefl} Tax Reform
Work closet~ with other County orriccr.s lo improvcscrv1tes to the public
Work for Efftcienc~ & Producti•ily
Provide Professional MunaAementtAdmimstrauon

Pltd for bY lhc eommnl« to elrc;t J•mtl B

lc~1s <;aunt~

Tn:.uuret

l'.O. Box 748, Albuquerque, NM 87103 Phone 898·9421

PIIIINTEO I!IY AND PURQiA!itD FROM llo\ PRINtiNC,

The students of
New Mexico are
saying it's time for
JOHN IRICK.

.'

The students are saying we need a governor we can count on
to bring jobs, to improve the quality of education, and to
stand tough on crime.
.i
J The students of New Mexico are ready for John Irick to lead
I
·'
us forward, to make the tough decisions, to take action,
I
to put New Mexico to work!
The students of New Mexico are saying it's time for state
government as honest as the people who live here.
~

VoteforJOH
A Governor

tr.te

can t111Sf!

Paid for by lrltk/Mc.MIIIan Volunlters, Mo:le Ander$on, Sllll F"lhanca Chait man.
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Car1didate Profil e
Bingaman, Schmitt running for Senate,
but that is where similarities end
Attorney General Jeff Bingaman
believes being a U.S. Senator would
present a great challenge and that he
could do a much better job representing the people of New Mexico
than incumbent Harrison "'Jack"
Schmitt has done in his six years in
Washington.
Bingaman said that Sen. Schmitt
has consistently voted against the
best interests of New Mexicans on
many issues, including social security, education and wilderness protection, and that should he be
elected, voters could expect to see a
reversal of this trend.
Bingaman added that recent
media battles between himself and
his opponent have unfortunately
obscured many of the real issues in
the campaign, and that in recent
wGcks he has been forced to reply to
Schmitt's television and radio ads
attacking his record as attorney
general.
"We've run an ad explaining that
Joo Cavaretta
On educational funding, Jeff Bin'gaman feels federal cuts are these ads are false, and given the
deep enough and he will support funding for educational reasons why they arc false. We have
also run an ad with former District
grants and loans at current levels.
Attorney R.E. ihompson in which

he refutes the allegations that I failed
to prosecute those responsible for
crimes during the state prison riot. l
think that the people of this state are
fed up with negative campaign tac.
tics," Bingaman said:
The attorney general said that the
differences between his stands on
the issues and Sen. Schmitt's record
give voters a clear choice.
"! support the Kennedy-Hatfield
amendment caliing for a mutually
verifiable freeze on nuclear weapons
production, while Sen. Sch~itt does
not. He feels we must build up our
defenses with such 'projects as the
MX missile and the B-1 bomber,
while I have reservations that these
weapons are really needed,'' Bingaman said.
The candidate added that he did
not believe that the MX missile
should be deployed in New Mexico,
and said that the detrimental impact
such a project would have on the
environment would more than offset
a short-term influx of jobs in the
deployment area.
The Democratic candidate. went
on to say that he was concerned about the effects of increased mining

and mineral exploration in the
wilderness areas of the state, and felt
that the situation is not one where we
must sacrifice areas of natural beauty to create more jobs. He said that
national and international economic
trends were the reason for employment problems in the extraction industries, not the inability of companies to get at important mineral
deposits on federal lands.
On educational funding, Bingaman said he thought federal cuts had
gone deep enough and that he would
support funding for educational
grants and loans at current levels. He
also said he would support restoration of educational beriefits to veterans attending school.
Bingaman said his record and
positions on issues in this campaign
have been clear, and felt that the race
for the senate seat would be close.
Bingaman, 39, is a native of Silver City. He received a bachelor's
degree .in government from Harvard
College and a law degree from Stanford University. He was a practicing
attorney for nine years prior to being
elected attorney general in 1978.

Anaya sees contrasts on higher education
as major differences between candidates
This fall's election, more than any
"All these things must be tied in record that Irick has muddied," he
other in recent memory, offers vo· to greater cooperation between our said.
ters a clear choice on a variety of universities," Anaya said. ·"That is
Anaya said his plans would in·
issues- especially those in college why I have proposed that an indi- crease the authority of university
preparing to enter the job market, vidual be selected to coordinate poli- officials. He said he has made a
according to Democratic gubernato- cy between our universities. With committmcnt to strengthen areas of
rial candidate Toney Anaya.
their own staff and the input of the expertise at the state's institutions of
Anaya said he realizes that most Council of University Presidents higher education and would work to
students are still concerned primari· and the Board of Educational Fi- restore discretionary funds taken
ly with establishing themselves in nance, this can be done."
away from the schools by the state
tl1ese hard economic times, and
Anaya added that talk of a "su- legislature.
'perhaps arc not as concerned with per-board ofregents" ·by his oppo"I have told the university presithe problems of housing and medical nellt was one of the low points of the dents that I intend to push for expancare as those already out of school, Irick campaign. "He (Irick) knows sion, and that the colleges should be
• with families to care for. Anaya said damn well that he pulled the word prepared to give me their projections
he is worried that cutbacks in educa- 'sup~r· and his 'dangerous scheme' for costs as part of a one to five year
tional funding would make it im- phrase out of thin air. He is attemp- plan," Anaya said.
possible for anyone who wants to ting to pull at the emotions of the
Anaya noted that, should he be
attend college, saying that concern people at the state's universities, · elected,
the appointments he would
is a major difference between him- trying to show that I intend to under- make at the
beginning of his tenn to
self and his Republican opponent, mine the authority of boards of re- boards of regents
would be crucial in
former State Senator John Irick.
gents, administrators and faculty. determining the degree of cooperaThe former state attorney general Those are total fabrications, and
said he would place a greater emph- have nothing to do with the truth,'' tion between his plans and those of
the universities.
asis on higher education. He said an irate Anaya said.
New Mexico needs well-trained
New Mexicans have had their fill
Anaya also. indicated he wo1,1ld
graduates from its institutions of of negative political campaigns, and like to see a Hispanic as the new
higher education to solve the prob- Irick's mudslinging would not do president of UNM. ''I am concerned
Jeff
Toney Anaya says New MeJtico needs well-trained graduates lems facing the state by providing trick any good, just as Aubrey with the process of that selection,
workers for hi-tech indus· Dunn's tactics had not worked in the and hope that it would not screen out
to solve the state's problems by providing qualified workers qualified
tries, the social services and health primary, Anaya said. "I've kept it potential Hispanic candidates," he
for hi-tech industries, social services and health care.
care.
clean, and have tried to clear the said.

Education, women's issues and defense
seen as major differences by Jan Hartke
Treasurer Jan Hartke feels his
campaign for the congressional scat
held by Rep. Manuel Lujan, Jr., is
an effort to show that there are two
sides to all issues.
"When l criticize Lujan's record,
I am giving my position, too," Hartke said. "When, for instance, I say
that James Watt should be fired, I am
also saying that there should be a
strong conservation policy in this
country."
Hartke said he would be a very
different kind of congressman than
Lujan has been. Hartke said this
country needs a champion of cduca·
tion, a strong supporter of women's
issues, a congressman genuinely
Cavarena
concerned with world peaceJan Hartke says he would be a champion of education, a things with which Lujan has not
strong supporter of women's issues and a congressman ge- been concerned,
Hartke said one of his first priorinuinely concerned with world peace.

ties if elected would be to work to
change the course of current econo·
mic policy. "Lujan votes for everything Reagan wants. I think that
shows that he really doesn't have
any real answers himself. We have
to make some adjustments in our
economic policies, and make them
soon," Hartke said.
The state treasurer said one of the
cruelest things about the President's
policies is the "built·in nine percent
unemployment", whereby people's.
jobs are traded off for lower interest
rates and less inflation. Hartke said
changing this was first on his
agenda.
''Lujan has voted to give the Pentagon everything it wants, and then
some. He also voted for the Reagan
tax. breaks for the rich, and both of
these things arc costing people their

jobs," Hartke said. He added that
while Lujan portrays himself as one
who has reduced the size of the
federal budget on the one h.and, he
has increased it with support of these
programs on the other.
"Lujan supports the position of
Reagan that we must have this costly
arDis buildup before we can negoti·
ate for a reduction. This administration is the first one since the birth of
the atomic age that has not sought a
nuclear test ban treaty or any kind of
atllis control negotiations. I would
hope to be a champion of world
peace," Hartke said.
Hartke said Lujan's emphasis on
increasing military programs at the
expense of social spending is all
wrong.

Schmitt says financial aid cuts
necessary, step in right direction
U.S. Sen. Harrison "Jack"
Schmitt feels that his re-election bid
has gone about the way he expected.
He foresaw Attorney General Jeff
Bingaman's rise in the polls as simply a matter of Bingaman receiving
the natural base of support that any
credible Democrat could expect.
Schmitt said that Bingaman has
run primarily a negative campaign,
distorting and lying about his record
in the senate, and that he has tried to
maintain a positive campaign himself.
''It became clear that kind of campaign was having a detrimental
effect, and was responsible for the
movement of some voters away
from my side and into the undecided
column. It was then that we decided
to respond. We had to bring his record into the discussion, and now I
think things have stabilized,"
Schmitt said.
Schmitt said he has not fully supported President Reagan. ''I do support him in his general philosophy
on economic issues and in the rejuvenation of our national defense.
On the social issues, however, we

have not always agreed. I believe a
Schmitt said he was also doing his
woman should have a choice on the best to tie in outlays for research and
issue of abortion, and I supported development a[ government labs in
the ERA. f also did not support his New Mexico to increased education·
tax increase proposals. I wish the a! opportunities for the state's
President·well, but I do not always citizens. He said changes in federal
support him," Schmitt said.
patent laws and encouragement of
The senator said that he and the programs to .increase emphasis on
congress has tried in a limited way to science and mathematics are essentighten up the eligibility require- tial to this end.
ments for student loans and grants.
Schmitt said he viewed this senate
"In fairness to those that truly need race as being close, and thought that
financial assistance, we had to take Bingaman would get a minimum of
these steps, and I think they were in 43 percent of the vote statewide. He
the right direction," Schmitt said, said his staff has tracked the race
adding that it may not be politically carefully and thinks his support is
popular, but is necessary to bring the solid.
federal budget under control.
· Schmitt, 47, is a native of Santa Rita
"We have also scrutinized the near Silver City. He was graduated
military budget as well, and it's from Western High School, Silver
simply not true that we do not look at City, and has received a bachelors of
those programs as closely as the so- science degree from Cal Tech Unicial ones," Schmitt said.
versity. He studied under a FullThe senator said his efforts have bright scholarship for two years at
saved some $12 billion on unneces- the University of Oslo, Norway.
sary military tran"sport planes, and
He received a doctorate in geolothat a move· toward procuring gy from Harvard University and enweapons systems over several years tered the NASA Apollo program in
would also save the taxpayers bil- 1965, He is the last person to have
lions of dollars.
walked on the Moon.

..

Harrison Schmitt says he has tried to tighten up tHigibility
requirements for student loans and grants, "in fairness to
those that truly need financial assistance."

Improvement of state's educational system
is major 'objective of Irick administration
Whenever there was a problem and universities, and intends to
with funding of a necessary educa- place a great emphasis on education
tional program, UNM officials to attract new business to New
knew they coul(l count on John Irick Mexico.
to help get the appropriation through
Unlike his opponent, Toney
the state legislature, the former state Anaya, Irick feels the biggest probsenator says.
lems in the state education system
"During my 10 years in the legisl- are in the secondary schools. "Fifty~
ature, I served on the Senate Finance · seven percent of this year's high
Committee, and dealt with many of school graduates had to have remethe problems of higher education. I dial instruction before they could do
got to know many of the men and college work. That's just terrible,
women that administer the state's and our high schools arc simply deuniversities, and they know I am frauding our young people," the
someone t~ey can trust,'' lriciC said. candidate said.
The Republican gubernatorial
Irick said he has thought about the
candidate said that there were many appointments he would make to
things needed to ,be done. when he boards of regents at state universileft the legislature. "You just can't ties. "I want the input of administra•
do all the things you want to do in the tors, faculty and students before I
legislature," Irick said. "I feel make my choices. I want the schools
being governor is the only way I can to work together, but I don't want
accomplish all the goals I have set anything that smacks of a super
for myself and New Mexico."
board of regents," he said.
Irick said, if elecied, improving
Irick also said he would .intercede
the state's educatipnal system would on behalf of the state if federal
be a major objective of his adminis- budget-cutting begins to dig too
tration. He said he wants better coor- deeply into student financial aid
dination between the state's colleges programs. "We have the authority

to step in and make up the difference
if we have to," Irick said.
A better educated work force is a
key' point in Irick's plans for economic development, but several other
factors are perhaps more important
to the gubernatorial hopeful.
''An educated work force is important, but we must do other things
as well,'' he said. "We must put the
state Economic Development Division back in business, and use tax
incentives to attract new industry to
put people back to work. I plan to
invite representatives from at least
200 new concerns to the state each
year, and do everything possible to
encourage them to choose New
Mexico for plant sites.''
The Republican candidate added
that the state should encourage the
issuance of industrial revenue bonils
and pass a right to work law to add to
enhance the state's business climate.
Irick said he would make a good
governor and has not made promises
that would bind him if elected. He
said his campaign is going well but
that the governor's race would be
very close.

Lujan says reducing federal bureaucracy
is major focus of his seven- term career
Providing the services his consti·
tucnts need is the most enjoyable
part of being ;~ congressman,
according to U.S. Rep. Manuel Lujan, Jr., running for his eighth term
as the reprcsenta(ive of New Mexico's fi'irst Congressional District.
Lujan said his career has been one
of trying to reduce the size of the
federal bureaucracy, and he has not
introduced a lot of legislation be·
cause he docs not think it is neces-

campaign a.s always," Lujan said.
Tiie close election of 1980 when
Lujan narrowly defeated Democrat
Bill Richardson has not caused a
change in Lujan's tactics. "I think
Jan Hartke is a tough competitor. In
1976 I won by 100,000 votes, and in
1978 won every county·in the district. Perhaps thatdid make us a little
too sure of ourselves," Lujan said.

He said that being the ranking Republican on the lnteriorCommittee
pUts him in a position to represent
Changes in the size and makeup New Mexicans on federal water
of his district do not worry Lujan. policies, nuclear waste and wilder"It has always been the case that I ness protection.
would come into Albuquerque even
Lujan does not sec his race as a
with my opponents, so I see AlbU·
querque again being the deciding referendum on Reaganomics. "I
factor, The distrjct is smaller, and will continue to support the Presihas meant less trjlveling, but other- dent's economic policies," Lujan
wise I've run basically the same said.

sary.

John Irick says he will intercede on behalf of the state if
federal budget-cutting begins to dig too deeply into student
financial aid progr11ms.

The Republican congressman
also addressed allegations that he
and his brother Edward Lujan have
taken advantage of the Small Business Administration's bonding
program for their own profit.
"It's purely politicaL This comes
up every two years just before the
election. I am not involved in the
operation of the business my brother
runs (the Manuel Lujan Insurance
Agencies) and know nothing about
these charges. The guy that wrote
that article ("The SliverStrategy''
by Greg Easterbrook, in the October
issue of "Washington Monthly")
tried to sell it to "60 minutes" and to
"The New York Times" and to
"The Atlantic Monthly" and none
of those places would tackle it, so
you can see that it's a political
ploy," Lujan said.

Providing the services his constituents need is the most enjoyable part of being a congressman, says Mtmuel Lujan, Jr.
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Candidate Profile
Pratt says opponent's 'statistical' campaign
won't work in highly educated district 18
State Rep. Judith Pratt sees most
of the problems of the people of New
Mexico as related to national pro!>·
lcms. and feels that her efforts on
behalf of tho nuclear freeze movement and other .issues arc not
wasted, and in fact nrc of great service in informing her constituents.
Pratt, seeking her third term as
representative of House District 18,
said her record in the state legislature is being distorted by her Republican opponent, Kevin Bundy. She
said the conservative coalition of rural Democrats and Republicans intentionally was telling only half of
the story with regard to her four
years in Santa Fe.
A 4 1-year-old resident, Pratt, h;~s
lived in her district since 1952. She
attended Highland High School and
Judith Pratt says House district 18 is "a highly educated, UNM, graduating with a degree in
university-oriented area... they want a lot of information, and I education. She is currently employed as an administrator with the
give it to them straight.''

city chupter of the American Federation of Teachers.
Pratt said she did not agree with
the boycott of the 1980 Summer
Olympic Games, and that was why
she voted against the memorial to
thank the Canadian government for
its role in rescuing several Americans from Iran in 1979, something
she said her opponent fails to mention.
Pratt said she was unclear on Bundy's position on issues of concern to
women, in particular, and abortion
specifically. "He seems to be in
favor of rights for the unborn, but
once they're born, he wants to make
it hard for them to find work, and
favors the death penalty," Pratt
said.
Pratt concluded that her opponent
was running a "statistical" campaign that just won't work in her
district. "This is a highly educated,

university-oriented area which has a
high proportion of teachers and students. They want a lot of informatimJ, and I give it to them straight,"
Pratt said.
The state legislator seemed unconcerned that only six of 24 precincts in the reapportioned District
18 were in her old district. "The
response has been excellent, even in
areas where the voters are predominantly conservative. I won't win
everywhere, but I should give a
good showing in all the precincts,"
Pratt said.
Pratt agreed that the conservative
coalition had worked the reapportionment to their advantage. She
said rural areas were even more
over-represented at the e1tpense of
urban voters, but added that socalled "Loyalist" liberal and moderate urban Democrats would hold
their own on election day.

Backing death penalty and welfare fraud
are 2 of the major items on Bundy agenda
Judith Pratt has done a poor job years," Bundy charged. He added
that at times it seems to him that she
rcprc~cnting the pcoplu of her dis·
trict, and us voters in District 18 favors the criminal and is antistudy her record, they rculize a business in her voting.
Support for the death penalty and
change is needed, says Rcpublicun
an investigation of welfare fraud arc
challenger Kevin Bundy.
Bundy said even the most liberal two major items on the Bundy agenof Democrats he has talked to have da, should he be elected. He also
indicated they arc not happy with said maintaining stiff sentences
Pratt's performance in the state against drunk driving is important.
Bundy said he believes passage of
legislature. He fcel6 th~t the time is
right for someone more in touch a right to work law, which would
with district voters to lake charge, make it illegal to require someone to
and in his opinion, he is that candi- join a union as a condition of employment, is the key to making New
date.
Bundy said Pratt is "way out in Mc1tico more attractive to industry.
right field" when it comes to repre- "Show me a state where right to
senting her district, adding he would work has resulted in lower wages or
be a voice in Santa Fe for all the has busted up the unions," Bundy
district's voters, both Republicans asked. He said if right to work brings
in only one company that otherwise
and Democrats.
Bundy criticized Pratt's lack of would have relocated elsewhere, it
accomplishments. "She hasn't been would be worth passing,
Bundy said he is not against aborabl!'! to pass even one bill in four

tion. He said, however, that he
favms current Jaws that restrict state
funding for abortions to cases of incest, rape, or when the mother's life
is in danger. "I am pro-choice, but
also support the rights of the unborn," Bundy said.
Bundy said he is a real alternative
for the voters of District 18 and feels
that he can do a much better job
representing them than they have
gotten from Pratt.
Bundy, 28, has lived in the present District 18 for more than 20
years. He was graduated from Highland High School and received a
bachelors degree in business communications from Southern Utah
State University.
His involvement in politics dates
back to 1966 when he helped his
mother, Louise Bundy, in her campaign for Secretary of State.

Arts
Mangione, quartet, return to Popejoy
Leslie Donovan
He's a quiet man- five years of
public acclaim and commercial success haven't changed him that
much- who. speaks mainly in
fragments, often leaving ,the ends of
his sentences unvoiced as if words
were improper vehicles for articulating thought.
Maybe for him words are inadequate, for he is a man who has
spent his life articulating feelings
and emotions, his own, and by elltension the world's, through music.
He is Chuck Mangione and Monday night his Albuquerque fans will
get what they've been waiting four
years for, the chance to see him perform in one of the nation's most
acoustically perfect spaces, Popejoy
Hall.
The jazz composer-musician first
received national recognition four
years ago, surprisingly in the heat of
the disco craze, with an instrumental
piece featuring his now trademark
instrument. the flugelhorn, called
"Feels So Good."
"Feels So Good" was ·a phenomenal success, giving Mangione
a double platinum album and a
Grarnmy Award for the single.
Since then Mangione's lyrical,
even romantically-inclined, style of
music, which he describes as "very
positive and very, very melodic"
has given him hit record after hit
record, sellout tours of Europe and
Japllll, numerous awards and, as he
said, has introduced jazz to many

consultation on dental problems. Call 277-3136 for al>pointments and information.

a ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' · '.........,,,,.,,,.,......,

who might not have become in- encc exists only to appreciate the
terested in this usually "mass- music, not the musicians.
appeal-less" type of music.
Though he speaks to the audience
His 1979 Children of Sanchez at times, while playing Mangione's
album, Mangione's first musical attention turns inward and the music
~
Pizza by the Pan
~
score for a film, went gold in three is all-important.
Pepperoni
(or
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by
the
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weeks and in 1980 he composed the
If you are looking for a stage show
theme song for the Olympics, "Fun Monday night, you won't get it from
Fresh Salads
and Games."
Chuck Mangione.
Mangione's latest album Love
Cel's Special
Instead, if his last four concerts ~
Notes, released in June by Columbia are any indication, what you will get
slice of
a medium
Records, will be the focus for his is a group of talented, sensitive
Albuquerque concert which is called musicians who believe whole''Steppin' Out."
heartedly in the upbeat, melodic
One slice of Pepperoni Pizza,
Though jazz purists have accused music they play.
~
O.
a salad and a smali soda for $1.55
~
Mangione of sacrificing artistry and
Chuck Mangione and the Chuck
critical complexity for commercial Mangione Quartet will perfonn at 8 ~
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music can be very much like it was ter locations.
before a whole lot of people got 'into
you. But somebody presumes that
you can actually compute a way to
be successful."
His fans obviously· agree and,
when talking with him, his passionate faith in his music, makes it hard
to believe he has sacrificed anything.
Do you want to lose those extra
When Mangione performs, his
pounds before the holiday seasont
stage presence is as quiet and unassuming as his speech; his players
. JAZZWORKS CAN HELP
are but vessels from which the music
flows.
Unlike other types of musicians,
Mangione and his highly skilled
Bring 'in this ad for one FREE with one
membership.
quartet seem completely unaware of
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their own stage presence.
In Mangione concerts, the audi-
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S.U.B. Basement

Some candidate-organizations
providing rides to ncar-by polls will
be leaving every half hour from the
front of Popejoy Hall and La Posada
Cafeteria.
Polls are open Tuesday from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m., but polls will stay
open later if lines are present at 7
p.m., Lauer said.
People who registered before
Sept. 22, 1982, areeligibletovotein
Tuesday's election. However, if a
person registered before the 1980
general presidential election and
failed to vote in that election, his or
her name has been purged from the
voter registration rolls, and that person is no longer eligible to vote in
tomorrow's election.
The names of registered voters
who fail to vote in tomorrow's election will be purged, and those voters
must re-register before voting in any
futute New Mexico elections.
Lauer advised UNM students to
vote early. "If you keep postponing
it, before you know it the deadline
wilt have passed and you can't
vote," he said.

CHUCK MANGIONE
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The ASUNM Voter Registration
Committee will have a table in the
SUB at noon today and aU day
tomorrow, election day, to help students find where they vote, commit·
tee chairman Joe Lauer said.
Students may also call the Berna·
Iiilo County Clerks Office at 7664085 to find out their precinct number and polling place.
Lauer said students can check
their voter registration form, with
the precinct number on it, that was
returned by mail from the County
Clerk's office.
Both Tuesday's issue of the Albuquerque Journal and a chart at the
· ASUNM table in the SUB will have
polling places listed by precinct.
Lauer said he will also have a map to
help students find their polling place
when they do not know their pre•
cinct number.
Dorm residents vote at Monte
Vista Elementary School at 3211
Monte Vista Blvd. N.E., and
fraternity and sorority house residents vote at the Civic Auditorium at
600 Elm St., Lauer said.

Pe~~~~o~rp~~~: :~
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256-1195 or 898·6823
Offer expires 11·5-82
Offer good at •S.U.B. Basement
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Support for the death penalty and an investigation of welfare
fraud are two major items on the Kevin Bundy agenda, as well
as maintaining stiff sentences against drunk driving.

Stories by
Dennis Pohlman

The Student Health Center
has Dr. Gherardi, .
a Consultant Dentist, available lor en1Crgcncy treatment and

~th
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Sports

Anthropology professor blends research with theatre

Osborn leads 7-1 Lobos
past NTSU on TD bomb

On the surface, it would seem that
anthropology and the theater have
little in common. But a UNM professor who is a professional in one
and an amateur in the other is bringing theater and anthropology
together in his life.
Anthropology Professor Philip
Bock recently completed a book that
takes an anthropological view of
Shakespeare and Elizabethan culture, and he has the male lead in a
new two-person production at Albuquerque's Vortex Theater.
"I'll be playing the role of Matt in
the Lanford Wilson play Talley's
Folly' that will run Friduy and Saturday evenings and Sunday afternoons

from Nov. 5 through the end of the
month," Bock said. "It is a Pulitzer
Prize-winning play that has never
been staged before in the South-

west. u
"I've always been interested in
the theater," Bock said. "In recent
years I've been doing more theater. I
try to get my interests and my profession together, which is one reason I
wrote the book on Shakespeare and
anthropology during my sabbatical."
But in addition to the anthropological work, Bock found time to write
three one-act plays during the sabbatical. One is a sequel to
Shakespeare's comedy Twelfth

Night, which he has titled Malvolio' s Revenge. Creatures of Dark·
ness takes place in a termite nest,
and Are You Surprised? is described
by Bock as a very short play.

It is his first attempt at play writing and he would like to see all three
performed locally some day.
"My first goal in writing the
Shakespeare book was to show the

relevance and importance of Elizabethan culture to anthropology,"
Bock said. "It is intended as a case
study of a society in some respects as
distant from our own as are the
societies of New Guinea or Ama~o
nia. Perhaps this study is most comparable to the reconstructions of
archaeologists who work in historical sites such as Plymouth or Winchester. Unlike the archaeologists,

however, I have relied mainly on the
texts that survive from my chosen
period."
Shakespeill'e is emphasized in his
study of Elizabethan culture because, he said, Shakespeare was a
creative genius who vividly depicted
in his plays virtually every aspect of
late Elizabethan and Jacobean
society,

FIRST A:ff!i'IVERSAR'Y

20/. OFF ALL WEEK
PRIDE OF THE PAST SHOPPE

Joe Cavaretta

PHILIP BOCK

The

CONCEPTIONS
SouTHWEST

1982

Graduate·, Student Association
of the University of New Mexico
held a meeting on Saturday, October 16
for the purpose of endorsing candidates
in the upcoming November 2 election.

HARRY'S PLACE
HAPPY HOUR

Candidates for the offi.ces of County Commission - District I and V, County Assesso;
County Clerk, County Sheriff, County Treasurer, Legislative Candidates- Distt·i(''
11, 14, & 18, were invited to attend and address the Council.

Nachos or Salsa

The following candidates showed their support. of student issues
by attending the meeting:
Herbert Krutis (It), County Treasurer
James Lewis (D), County Treasurer
Patrick Padilla (D), County Commission, District I
Emma Gonzales (R), County Clerk (Sent representative)
·
Dolores Waller (D), County Clerk
Ed Tanuz (D), County Sheriff
Bobby Stover (R), County Sheriff
Marion Cottrell (D), County Commission, District V
Judith Pratt (D), Legislative Candidate, District 18

The Graduate Student Association would like to thank these candidates
for taking the time to attend the meeting.
The Graduate Student Association endorses the following candidates for office:
Coi.nty Sheriff- Ed Tanuz
County Clerk -Dolores Waller
County Treasurer ........ James Lewis
County Commission, District I .:..... Patrick Padilla
County. Commission, District V - Marion Cottrell
Legislative Candidate, District 18- Judith Pratt.
We ur e all Universi

students to vote on November 2 1982.

Steve King
For more than three quarters, the
offensive unit of the University of
New Mexico football team looked
like it had missed the bus ride to
Fouts Field Saturday.
But, when it was time to make an
appearance, the Lobo offense shined
like a newly painted car.
Quarterback David Osborn
hooked-up with receiver Derwin
Williams streaking down the right
sideline on a 47-yard touchdown
strike with 28 seconds left in the
game, to lift the Lobos to a 20-17
triumph over suprisingly tough
North Tel\as State in a nonconference battle in Denton, Texas.
It took the (now 7 ·I) Lobos only
I 4 seconds and two plays to score
the winning points, after the 1-7
Mean Green had taken a 17-13
advantage in the last minute of play.
NTSU quarterback Greg Carter
hit Marvin Walker with a 30-yard
TO pass, behind Lobo cornerback
Sammy Parrish and the same trio
combined for the important twopoint conversion to set the stage for
the UNM heroics,
With 52 seconds left, Carl Raven
made a nice, 17-yard return of a
dribbling NTSU kickoff to the Lobo
34. Osborn threw a middle screen
pass to Denny Allen, which Allen
nicely ran to the Mean Green 47.
Osborn got great protection from
the rebuilt Lobo offensive line, and
hurled the ball over 60 yards into a
diving Williams', outstretched
hands for the winning six. The extra
Ipoint
. . was
.
. blocked,
.
-. . but . it
-·didn't
. ,._.
matter.
·• '"'·
The UNM defense deserves most
of the credit, as they did what all
good teams do against passing
teams - they bent, but didn't break.
NTSU only got three field goals in
the first three quarters as linebackers

Johnny Jackson and Gary ,Butler
along with end Jimmie Carter keyed
the stingy Lobo defense.
The Mean Green rushed for only
53 yards on the day and found passing quite difficult. The NTSU defense also played well, but their best
weapon was punter John Starnes,
who continually kept UNM deep in
its own territory.
For almost two quarters it looked
like the Lobos had forgotten that
they were fifth in the nation in scoring offense. Finally, late in the
second quarter, UNM drove 80
yards to score. Raven went in from a
yard out and Pete Parks hit the extra
point to put UNM ahead 7-0.
Less than two minutes later,
Osborn put the Lobos ahead 14-0
with an 85-yard scoring jaunt.
Osborn kept the ball around left end
and received big blocks from reserve
guill'd Donnie DeYoung and Keith
MaGee to find paydirt.
NTSU scored on the last play of
the first half on a 49-yard field goal
by Lonnie Green, after a controversial IS-yard face masking penalty on
Butler, who had sacked the Mean
Green quarterback.
Two field goals by Danny McElroy, one in the third quarter and the
other in the fourth, accounted for the
other NTSU points.
Osborn's 85-yard run tied the
senior from Hurst, Texas with Don
Perkins for the second longest run in
UNM history. 'Ozzie' finished the
day with 125 yards rushing and was
7-16 for 128 yards. thruough the air.
Osborn and crew will hit the road
torrl!e-Ta~r'liifie1hig·yelit

·anlfey

travel to down lnterstate-25 to meet
the hapless Univerisity of Texas-EI
Paso Miners. The 3-l Lob<>s will
jump back into Western Athletic
Conference play this Saturday after
a two-week hiatus.

Coors Pitcher

$2.00

(with meal purchase)

with
Tortilla Chips

only 79¢

STOMP OUT THOSE
MID·TERM BLUES

"By Their Own"
The old speak freely of war
because they don't have to go
every generation they want more
and as 1hoy take 1 they have fess to show
The young need a chance to live
!hoy lire or p<>lillca and mlli!Boy games
If there's a llte one mus_t give
let II be pollticiens and generals namee
_Someones answer for pOverty and receSSion
leamed from an antiquated sehoor
Without conscience, what good Is confasslon
our leadem use young lives as their tOol
The ~ung do not have a responsibility
to fighteveoy war made by the leading old
~r wars are ~cis of senility
and miSiakenly looked upon as being bold
Thareis no ce~lllcate or any medal

thai can compare or replace a human brOBth
there are loss Vfo!ent waya to settle then by irr'eS·
pons!ble, frreversibfe dealh
There Is a courage whle!l abounds In youth
unspoken in any fact or lanlasy book
to view this honesly, sincerily and truth
one needs only but to look Courage In the young Is
abundenl
lacking such Is not why !hey run

as ar~wers for rnans peace ate redundant
they run lrom the foolish who choose a gun
by our feeders a draft is Jnlllated
and tho youngs reactions will undoubtly soar
II the worlds population musl be sllghlly vacated
lei our leaders be drahad Into war
If a person mUll live or die
by any oat of rules shown
than a poroon shoUld live or die at lout by the~

own.

Herb Buckland

DENTAL PROGRAMS

U NM

2 pm tillS pm
Whoop lei!

with us
dally 2 • 8
VIDEO GAMES
2 for 25¢

-••
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Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving the
University of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon·Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00·5:00

Pentel Color
Brush Sets!
Be ct·eative.
Make your own
holiday cards
for those
special
to you.

Now Open
Emergency Dental Clinic
Emergency Care Only
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9am - 11 am

Students $2.50 Faculty and Staff $5.00
Novitsky Hall East Wing Clinic Entrance 277-4106
Walk-ins Welcome•
After Hours Call Albuquerque District Dental Society
268-0545
Charges May Vary

The Miners are 0-4 in conference
play, thanks to a loss to Colorado
State, Saturday, 38-13. The Lobos
trail ihe Cougars of BYU by a halfgame, while Air Force is in sole
possesion of third place with a 3-2
mark. BYU was beaten by Utah
State (see page 15) Saturday, but
that doesn't help UNM.
The last time UNM was 7-1 was
back in 1938. The Lobos have
beaten the Miners 13 straight times,
including a 26-3 triumph in last
year's game in. Albuquerque. After
the UTEP game, the Lobos will host
Colorado State University and the
University of Hawaii.

N

universal travel service

• I
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
w--=!"~~E
AlllLINES
~

No C/wrge for
Our Ser·t·it'es

1f
s

I.OCA'J1.;D AT GIHAHD & CENTRAl,
2!10(i Ccntrul S.E.

2~!i-S(i(i5

Interested in an MBA?
Harriet Moss, Director of Student Affairs
at the Graduate School of Business Administration
University of Southern California
will be on campus

November 3, 1982
to talk about programs at the GSBA
For schedule and location information, please contact
Career Planning 8t Placement
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Volleyballers split on road

tr~p

BVU beaten, while

The Lobos went to Fort Collins , Wyoming, however. The Cowgirls
and Laramie with only seven play- upended the Lobos in four sets, 15"We did well considering what ers, which left Hebert with only one 13, 17-15, 11-15, 8-15. The visitors
we have left,'' said UNM volleyball substitute. ''For us to win, everyone had 22 serving errors in the match,
coach Mike Hebert. "We haven't has to play well," Hebert noted. His which added to their demise.
''We could have won the first two
played well all year and with the young ladies did the job, as they
injuries and such, the trip wasn't swept through Ram country in three games,'' says Hebert. But, the servsets. The scores were: 15-7, 15-8, ing was horrendous. It was from
bad."
poor concentration by almost everyHebert was describing his Lobos' and 15-11 .
"Theteam played pretty positive- one. Fatigue was a factor, too. The
adventure to the high country of Colorado and Wyoming over the ly the whole night,'' Hebert said. team needs to take stock in itself and
weekend. The L.obos beat Colorado Kelly Knowles was back as the pull those games out. There is cerState University, Friday night, but Lobo' setter and Hebert thought she tainly no room for errors on this
lost to the University of Wyoming, did a good job. "Kelly did well, she team."
Saturday. UNM is now 3-4 in High was playing positively, as was the
The Lobos will face their stiffest
Country Athletic Conference play entire team."
of the year, as they travel
challenge
UNM didn't fair as well at
and 18-14 overall.
west to California to battle Pepperdine University,, Thursday. UNM
will then participate in the University of California - Los Angeles
(UCLA) Invitational tourney over
the weekend. The Lobos will face
five of the top twenty teams in the
CHICAGO SYTLE HOTDOGS
nation in three days.

Steve King

SDSU, AFA, Lobos
and Wyoming win
'

TOP DOG

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$2.39

"You could say that we'rein deep
water," Hebert said. "We just haven't played up to capacity all year,
so I can't be too optimistic. We are
capable of beating those teams, but
it will take excellent play from
everyone. "

SALAD BAR
WITH SANDWICH .1.29

Phil Glass

THE LEADER OF THE PACK: /braham Kivina gets by Texas-E/
Paso runner on the way to his second place finish at a UNMhosted meet Saturday.

UNM runners grab wins
Popejoy Hall

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents
"Amazingly fast foo1work .perpetual mot1on ... vigorous ensemble."
< ,:•,dMBIA AI<TJSTS Pflf:SEN:S

ThoNe~

York T1mes

The Albuquerque Academy track
was nice to both UNM cross country
teams Saturday. Both teams scored
victories. The Lobo men were unexpected winners as UTEP, whil;h is
among the giants in the college track
and field ranks, didn't run enough
people to qualify for the team scoring race.
The UNM women beat Northern
Arizona, 21-39. NAU's Angela
Chalmer stole the spotlight as she
won the race with a course-record
time of 18:14.9. UNM's first five
runners ran within 13 seconds of
each other. Lobo Sylvie Velay was
included even though she ran unnattached.

Lisa Mitchell was UNM's top
finisher with a mark of 29:41.8,
while her twin sister Linda finished
third overall, Margaret Metcalf was
fourth and Cynthia Valdez took
fifth. Velay was somewhere in that
group too.
On the male side, UTEP's Sam
Ngatia won the race with a time of
28:50.3. Lobo Ibrahim Kivina took
second at 29:20. I. Other Lobo
finishers were: Alain Boucher (5th),
Richie Martinez (8th), Jeff Turcotte
(lOth), Eric Rajala (15th) and Alan
Jankunas (16th).
For both teams, this was the last
competition before the NCAA regionals to be held Nov. 12 in Salt
Lake City.

UNM offering more intramural fun

DANCE • CHORUS • ORCHESTRA • COMPANY OF 75

The Intramural Office is hosting
co-ed recreational bowling, billiards
and bowling singles.

Sunday, November 20-8:15 p.m.

Both bowling events have a tentative start date of Monday, Nov. 8.
Men's and women's billiard singles
will begin Saturday, Nov. 6.

Adults: $15.00, $13.00, $10.00
ASUNM I GSA Students: Half Price

Interested people are requested to
attend the mandatory manager/participant meeting Wednesday at4 p.m.
in Room 154 of Johnson Gym.
Questions can be answered by
Tim Gutierrez or Stephen Swinny in
Room 230 of Johnson Gym (2775151).

National Chicano Health
Organization

Telephone: 277-3121

Tuesday, Nov 2 7pm
1815 Roma NE, 277-5029
Physics In Medicine?

Newcomer Niles Dockery

white team to a 77-67 victory in an
intrasquad scrimmage played at
University Arena before 2, 767 fans,
Saturday night.
The white team consisted of Nelson Franse, Dockery, T.J. Drake
Tim Fullmer, Alan Dolcnsky and
George Scott. The red team linked
Phil Smith, Tim Garrett, Brad
Evangelho, Carvin Blocker, Mike
Johnson, Don Brkovich and Craig
Allison.
Dolcnsky and Brkovich scored ]8

Grand Prize
3 days and 2 nights
at Taos Tennis Ranch
all accomodations paid

Second Prize
Atari Home VIdeo System
$50 cash

points apiece, while junior college
transfers Garrett and Scott hit 17 and
16. respectively. Franse notched 14
for the winners, and teammate Allison added 12.
Johnson scored eight points,
grabbed four rebounds and had four
steals for the losers. Fullmer scored
nine and Smith added eight, while
dueling with Dockery. Drake and
Blocker played sparingly and Snow
sat out with an illness.
The Lobos will pull together to
open the season with the University
of Windsor. Nov. 13. at the 'Pit'.

Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving the
University of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon·Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:ao

Calendars

present week four of

make excellent year-round gifts
Monday
5 Games
for $1.00
Stop in for Complete details
Gameworld, across from UNM, next to Newsland
VIdeo Tournament
Series# 2

SAVE

_ •

•

around," Hatfield said. "They keep
coming back and never quit.''
Two conference games Saturday
paired the remaining four WAC
teams, with San Diego State downing Utah 21-17 and Colorado State
trouncing hapless Texas-ElPaso 38-

\d

Gameworld ••• and KFMG 108
Week Four tournament games are:
Tempest, Galaga, Tron

..

Jeff Ale>cander

PLAY !'k~ .tht~ agamst the Texas-EI Paso Miners has contributed to the Lobo volleyball
squads tnJUrtes. The Lobos travel to California this week.

Student Bookstore

presentation by Dr. Hugo G. Pena, PhD
Assocl11te Chief of Nucle11r Medicine,
VA Medical Center

Video Wars

defense preserved the victory in the
fourth quarter by recovering a fumble at th~ USU 17 and stopping
anotherdnveatthe 15with3:5lleft.
The Cougars' still are on top of the
WAC, and New Mexico remaina in
second place at 3-1 after beating
North Texas State 20-17 in another
non-league game.
Hawaii, also playing outside the
WAC Saturday, downed Cal State
Fulle~on 9-3 but dropped into fourth
place m the WAC from a third-place
tie with Air Force after the Falcons
beat Wyoming 44-34 in a conference game.
The win gave Air Force a 4-2
WAC mark compared to the Rainbows' 3-2league record, but Hawaii
has a chance to even the score next
week against San Diego State.
Conference losses by either BYU
or New Mexico next week would
throw the WAC race open, but the
two teams face less than formidable
opponents. The Cougars host
Wyoming, 2-4 in WAC play and
eighth in the conference, while New
Mexico takes on last-place Texas-El
Paso, winless in league play at 0-4.
Air Force coach Ken Hatfield credited tenacity for narrowing the gap
between his team and the conference
leaders Saturday. After falling behind 20-10 at the half, the Falcons
came back to defeat Wyoming on
the strength of two touchdowns each
by tailback Derek Foster and fullback John Kershner.
"This team is the most exasperating and fun team I've ever been

Dockery pleases in scrimmage
plll~pcd in 20 points to spark the

BULGARIAN NATIONAL
FOLK ENSEMBLE
KIRIL STEFA~OV '· ',; -·· ·.

A non-conference loss for
Brigham Young and a win that
moved Air Force up a notch in this
year's Western Athletic Conference
race have added a touch of uncertainty -just a touch -to BYU's
drive toward a seventh straight
league crown.
Brigham Young, suffering a 2017 upset at the hands of rival Utah
.State, was the only WAC team
among the top four that took a loss
during the weekend.
Although it was a nonconference
defeat and had no effect on the
Cougars' 4-1 WAC mark, other
WAC teams still hoping for a shot at
the title can now see the league's
dominant force as less than invincible.
All it takes, to hear BYU coach
LaVell Edwards tell it, is a strong
defense and a consistent offense but that's a combination most WAC
teams have had difficulty maintaining.
"Utah State had a fine defense,"
Edwards said. ''They wouldn't let
us put the points on the board when
we needed them. We had a couple of
scoring opportunities late in the
fourth quarter, inside their 20, but
we couldn't get the ball in the end
zone.
"They've had the offensive firepower all year long, but they really
just haven't gotten it together this
year, until this weekend," he said.
Doug Samuels led Utah State to
the win, passing for 316 yards and
three touchdowns, and the Aggies'

25% on 1982-83
academic calendars

10% on 1983
gift calendars

On sale through Saturday, November 6, 1982

•

13.
Terry Nugent hit on 24 of 42 passes for 374 yards and three touchdowns to even Colorado State's
WAC record at3-3 and lift the Rams
from sixth place into fifth in the conterence. Texas-El Paso remained .in

the cellar.
San Diego State evened its conference mark to 2-2 and came up
from eighth last week to sixth place
in the WAC, while Utah fell from
fifth into seventh with a 2-3 conference record.
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Deadline:
I :00 p.m. the day
before insertion

continuous memory, credit card size. 242·8961
Nattilli.
11/~
SLIDE-IN CAMPER fpr mini-lruck~leeps two adults
plus one child, excellent condition, 51,000, 821·8348.
11/5

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertislng-UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 871 3 1
(On Campus, Redondo at Yale-Marron Hall 131)
.
Please place the followtng classified ad In the New Mexico Dally Lobo
-times beginning
.
and ending
nder
the category Circled at the left.

HP82143A PRINTER FOR the HP41C/V, four rolls
paper, owner's manual, like new, $200, Call 8362211.
1115

6. Employment

~tes:

17¢ per word per day, or
60¢ per word per week {five
times) with no refunds.
$1,00 minimum charge
Terms: Cash in advance.

7. Travel.

One word In each box please

c..tegorles
I. Person'.lls
2. lost &. Found
3. Services
4. Housing
5. For Sale
6. Employment
7 Travel
8. Miscellaneous
9. las Notfcias

1

2

3

4.

5.

(J

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

CHARTER BUSES. ANYWHERE, NM or USA.
Discount Program. Gray Llne243·5501.
ll/2
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
~~~~~b~~

16

17

Ill

19

20

21

zz

23

24

25

26

17

28

29

30

Name---------------

BALLOONS BALLOONS. GIVE that someone
special a "big lift.'' Balloon Bouquets for all occasions- Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or "just because I love you." City-wide
11/22
delivery, many costumes, 298·5411.

9. Las N oticias

nmes,________
Words.__ _ _ _ _ __
Rate____________

CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION Advertise In
Las Notlcias.
tfn
GAY AND LESBIAN Student Union will sponsor a
self-defense seminar November 3, 7:30 p.m., SUE!
Ballroom. Demonstrations by a UNM karate in·
structor.
11/3

.

TotalS:..-__________

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

UJo:t\11 K. IIAI'I'Y annivcmuy. I love you and these
t"" yc;m "e've hcen tugcthcr have been hcauliful.
~~·c v<lll tunighl. David.
II/I
t'iiii!lf II06KST0Rt: SAU~ --· see our supply
ll••p;trtnwru for •pcdnlly reduced attache's and supply
h;ug;uns.
1114
JIAI'I'Y IIIIUIIIJAY IIAVt:.llovcy(lu, Franny.

t'OIJNU: mF.NTIFICATION CARHS for Michael
McConn~ll. Mary H~ld, Rob~rt John~ton, Alejandro
Avctiklun, C'harle; ll~nson, Michael Ogns, Bert
thnllenor and Pnul Chavez. Claim in 131 Marron
Hull.
1112
CLAIM YOU II LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

till
GOt)l) -.rtllNGS IIAI'l'F;N when you come ncar.
htlide my heart heats the power. No other has done
lht' befl•rc. As always I thank you for being there.
Yttur,s forever, FeldSJlM.
IIi I
HANA: \'()l! II lOTII year has now begun, and to
~nu I must convey; Above all the rest, you ure the one
who gttSmYSJlCcialllnppy llirthdnyt T.ll.
II/I
t:XI'LOitt: ('AIItSDAU CA VJo:UNS Nov. 6. Call
Student Travel Center, 277·2336.
IllS
I'ARAJ)JCJ,; IS ('OM INC>.
1114
UVNAMI(',
IlEA LING
YOC>A - Meditation
classes. 268·0182.
1114
MYIIA,
CONGRATULA'fiONS
ON
the
Homecoming event. Ood bless you! Sherry.
1114
TilE MIXEIJ BAG! The store for )'our mun·
chies - nuts, candies, dried fnlits, dehyd. soups,
teas and more. Check us out at 121 YaleSP..
1115
IJANA, IIAPPY BIRTIIHAYl Don'l forget about
tonight. l.ove Victors.
II/I
Wt:LCOME BACK KELLY. It's sood to have you
back where you belong. All my best wishes for you
and your staff. The Night Owl. Hoot Hoot.
Ill!
$200 REWARD FOR positive Identification of
vehicle involved in hit-and-run of white Jaguar XKE
Convertnble parked on Columbia near Vicker~
(Monday 10:30 a.m. to noon). Call 268·2896
evenings.
1112
PASSPORT, IDENTifiCATION PJIOTOS. FIISt,
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices io town I Two for
S5, Four for $1. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
tfn
S. E .. Comer Silver, or call265·1323,
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294-0111.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING .r. counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn
Wf. GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Vlllase- (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
SOI9 Mennul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
ltOMECOMING QUEEN MYRA, congratulation$!
Let's have lunch soon. Kelly.
II/I
SIIOULD I TEMPT you with an apple, Eve, ••
Uisssss, tacky line, huh?.
II/I
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
llfATERSITY CLOTHING- QUALITY used at
reasonable prices. We also carry new nursing bras;
maternity cotton panties, support hose, and
stockings, A-bracadabra Maternity Shop, 1711 San
Pedro NE (at Constitution), 255-:i Ill.
11/2
CIIEAP CIIINFSE BUFFET nil you can eat. Lunch
53.45. Jao Jaos China lnn, 5000 Central SE, 255·

3. Services
I'IANO; HEGREEI>, EXPf:IIU:NCED, patient. 266·
6212.
11/10
1'110.-t:SSIONAL TYPING. MF.I>ICAL ter·
minology. Correcting Selectric. After 6 p.m. 821·
4378.
IllS
TYI'IST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
1111
gcnlus.242·3093,
IIOIISEBACK RIDING I,F.SSONS! Learn how to
ride or better yourself. Experienced horse person gives
lessons in Western, English, Jumping, Driving,
Jeanette 299-9253.
II/I
OI.D ENGLISH "CIIRISTMAS" calligraphy.
Private lessons, my home. Nov. I - Dec. II.
Limited enrollment. $40. Evenings/weekends. 2SS·
7192.
11/1
Rt:ASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL
TYPING,
Extensive expertise Include business overflow typing,
manuscripts, term papers, IBM Selectric Ill. 299-6256
or 299·2676.
11/1
TYPING. BEAUTIFUL IBM. Free editing,
Guarantee A. plus. Sl page doublespace including
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, charts. Perfect
format. Edna Allcott is as close as your mallbolC. 950
Cordova Road, Santa Fe. 1·982·6633. Hours 8-3.
11/1
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY Enalish MA/edltor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 256-0916
1113
24110URTYPING, Jean881-0628.
11/22
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315,
tfn
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 299-1355.
12113
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete tYPing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
·scholastic, charu and tables. 345·2125.
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services, Call IHE OTHER OFFICE: 8846564.
12/13
IIOUSESITIER - DESIGNER AND student,
male, 43, long or short term, stable, handy, in·
tercsted, responsible, references. Call anytime 242·
5453 days, 255-6979 evenings.
1112
STOP SMOKING WITIIOUT climbing the walls,
Start Monday, be a nonsmoker Friday. Money back
guarantee, The Last Mateb. 266-7066.
11/18
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitche11268-04%.
11/11
WOMEN'S YOGA CLASSFS. Get in shape! 268·

11/10

GURDIEFF·OUSPENSKY
STUDY
group.
Accepting students, 281·2401.
11/12
TRANSLATING;
INTERPRETING;
MUtTtLtNGUAL serVices.
Legal,
medical,
technical, personal. 255·3345.
11/4
UNI'If BOOKSTORE SALE now in progress.
Restocked daily!,
ll /II
AllOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266-~837.
11122

mn

Dissertations, Term Papers, Resumes, Graphics. 831·
3181.
11/5
A· I TYPIST TERM Papers, Resumes299·8970.
11/30
FUI.L SERVICE TYPING, correcting Selectrh:. In
by9 a.m., out by 5 p.m. 268·0657.
IJ/12

4. Housing
IIOUSEMATE WANTED. NONSMOKER. Three
bedroom with study, SB Heights. $150/month plus 't1
utilities. Serious student preferred. 266-9976 or 2687002 evenings.
II /3
Mit' TO SHAIIE 3 bdrm, IV. bath house. Non·
smoker. Dog negotiable. $190 plus V. bills. 883·7235.
t'Oil l.f:ASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881-3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFf'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-securily locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392.
SIIAIIE NE HEIGHTS home with one male. $125
plus 11 utilities. Non-smoker preferred, 881-9784,
11/2
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, fron1 $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520UniversityNE.243·2494. tfn
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $118/mo., 't1
utilities. Call 843·6025 Tues/Thurs, weekends. Close
toUNM.
11/2

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURT COST ADDITIONAL
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
W
11.1 k Bid /242 2602
I

C.J1t1t'VTH .AN[X ".till •
1:

·.

.<t

1•

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor. 242·
11/30
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses,

tl((( ]o(

(Central at Yale)
• Fish Sandwich
- Fried Zucchini
with parmesan cheese
and Coke, Beer or Wine

$2.99

Wine Cooler 75¢
(with meal purchase)
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

UNM Poets & Writers Series : ?
Noon Reading Series
~

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOVVN

I~
I
c.-..
urge
1
...........,

Plzu I
I 2 Sllcea of
tI
&A
Soft Drink

·--------._-~-~--

~

and

,.....-------------,
. $1.85
127 Htlrv•rd SE
,. -. a. • CtiiMt

~

the

Makers of Handmade

-

I
I
I

.... ..
.

lA'TV

HARRY'S PLACE

· c;;ov-ered

Wlragon

Poets On Film*

....

featuring

November 3

Stanley Noyes

Noon, Franklin Dickey Memorial Theater
(HO 108)

free

SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center. Free tuner
($99,50 value) with all !bane~ guitars. IS% off all
Ovation guitars. 143 Harvard SE,
11/12
E.R.C, RECEIVER, 60 watts, Harman Kardon
speakers, Pioneer turntable, $275, 265-4997.
11/2
ROLAND Slf-1000 SYNTHESIZER, $500. Mike
268·0575.
1112
1973 COLT, TWO doors, four speeds, runs good.
$925, 266·2264,
IllS
TICKETS TO CHUCK Mangione concert, $10.50
each. 242-1598,
10/29
HP·IIC CALCULATOR FOR sale. Programable

Sponsored by GSA

free

HARRY~s PLACE
on CENTRAL AT YALE

MARIO BEWARE!
THE STORK
HAS LANDED!
DONKEY KONG JR.
IS BORN!!!
PUBLIC VISITATION
BEGINS TODAY

at
2'219 t...od. ~~;.m6J!,;~,6~..306 7

Daily
And weekly cl111.,
Now enrolling
Cleaslc•l, B•llet, J•u
Exercise/Rel•ntion
L•ur• Brown-Elder

HARRY'S PLACE
VIDEO ZOO.
Donkey Kong, Galaga,
Tron, Ms. Pac Man,
Stargate, Centipede

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Tessera
5 Itemize
9 Elector
14 UK river
15 Unknown:
Abbr.
16 Mockery
17 Gone by
18 "Refrain!"
19 Come out -

INI(

t~

5472 after S p.m.

5. ForSale

1115

DYNAMIC HOUSECLEANING, QUALITY with
cxperience.268-0I82.
11/4

i.OST ANn STII.L searching for one tall blond
wlblue eyes HOd lots ofTLC. Are you my mother?
11/1

I
I
I

~

8. Miscellaneous

Phon~----------

93li.

. PART·TIME JOB afternoons aiid evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nightS', A-pply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5S 16 Menaul NE.
11/23

20 Boards
22 Ecole unit
23 Alder: Fr.
24 Converse
25 Pacific sea
28 Appreciative
32 Rejoice
33 Rent
34 Individual
35 Traps
36 Burn
37 Josip Broz
38 Eastern
name
39 Footwear
40 Mastic
41 Strains
43 Reptile
44 Extra
45 Cripple

46 Tower
49 Dwarf: Var.
53 Oriental
54 Brother
55 Expos or
Mets
56 Cancel
57 Coax
58 Unfasten
59 Across: Pref.
60 Sale paper
61 Pronto
DOWN
1 Strip
2-the
Terrible
3 Wasted
4 Internal parts
5 Bill o f 6 - -ear
and ...
7 Progeny
8 Explosive
9 Desecrate
10 Florid
11 Toddlers
12 Adam's
grandson
13 Ptarmigan
21 Relative
22 Pursuit

UNITED Feature Syndicate
THURSDAY'S PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Tors
25 Sired
26 Banishment
27 Argument
28 Hereditary
factors
29 Pslm off
30 Up to
31 African coin
33 CFLorNFL
team
36Call
37 Extremity

39 Pre-talkies
40 Downfall
42 Twist
43 Drunk
45 Skin problem
46 Sharp
47 Utilizer
48 Fissure
49 Additional
50 Moving: Pref.
51- -China
52 Gas
54 Slander

